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Agile internal and 

external executive 

thought leadership

For nearly a decade, SJR has been a key strategic and content 

partner to Johnson & Johnson across issues management, 

sector support and executive thought leadership.



Starting in 2017, SJR was tasked with supporting 

comprehensive internal and external communications for 

former CEO Alex Gorsky to humanize and broaden the story of 

Johnson & Johnson’s impact on all areas of human health.



Adapting our program and strategy to meet changing 

enterprise needs, we then shaped and produced executive 

communications during the company’s landmark race to a 

COVID-19 vaccine and throughout the transition to current 

CEO Joaquin Duato.

Consistently reaching Johnson & Johnson’s 150K+ 

employees, key partners, opinion leaders, and the billions of 

customers and patients who rely on them every day requires 

a dynamic and always-on communications engine.


To effectively support these efforts, we provide holistic 

support across all executive communication touchpoints, 

from strategy to execution to content management, 

including

 Creation and refinement of executive thought  

leadership strateg

 Comprehensive content development


        o Speech writing and talking points


        o Media briefings and event support


        o Script writing and video concept developmen

 Internal blog posts and all-employee email

 Multichannel social media thought leadership


        o Ongoing, weekly short-form posts


        o Longer-form articles and bylines


        o Community managemen

 Analytics tracking and analysis across platform

 Creation and maintenance of a custom messaging 

repository technolog

 Creation of custom digital platform for managing 

executives’ participation in external events
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Johnson & Johnson is one of the world’s largest healthcare 

companies and is steadfastly committed to serving the 

needs of all its stakeholders.



Protecting this 137-year-and-counting reputation of trust is 

of utmost importance and is a primary objective of our 

executive communications program. Through our externally 

facing executive thought leadership efforts in 2022, we’ve 

seen

 Stronger positive perceptions of Johnson & Johnson 

correlated to awareness of CE

 Strong audience connection with CEO’s LinkedIn page


        o 460% YOY growth in followers


        o 1,103% YOY growth in impressions


        o 1,106% YOY growth in average impressions



Johnson & Johnson employees are at the heart of its efforts 

to shape the future of healthcare—and keeping them 

inspired and in touch with the company mission is critical.



In 2022, we saw strong employee engagement with the 

CEO’s internal blog

 34% YOY increase in video view

 31% YOY increase in average page view

 11% YOY growth in average engagements

SJR continues to support Johnson & Johnson’s CEO’s 
efforts to communicate the immense stakes and impact of 
the company’s continued transformation and establish an 

even greater share of voice in the marketplace.
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